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In the paper the damage of fiber-reinforced polymeric matrix laminates is considered with 
the aim to examine the change of their mechanical properties. The damage mocie in the form 
of intralaminar cracks is described in terms of the damage tensor by Vakulenko and Kachanov. 
The crack discontinuity parameter is estimated in the frames of the linear elastic fracture 
mechanics. To derive the constitutive relations, which take into account stress, strain and 
developing damage, an approach based on polynomial invariant functions and irreducible in
tegrity basis by Adkins is employed. Theoretical results are compared with the experimental 
data obtained for carbon/epoxy lamiuates. 

NOTATIONS 

(1, 2) materia! Cartesian coordinate system for a single ply, 
(x, y) reference Cartesiau coordinate system for a single ply, 

(3 averaged crack opening factor, 

crst the Ricci symbol, 

1112 the major Poisson ratio of a ply in on-axis configuration, 

Pm average crack deusity, 

Pu lt ultimate average cracks density, 

8m the angle between the materiał axis and the reference axis, 
a;, b; materia! parameters, 

A2, AB, As, A10 materia! parameters for damaged laminate, 

A, A O, Ad the global extensional: total stiffness matrix, stiffness matrix 
for "virgin" laminate and stiffuess matrix of the damage 
state influence on a laminate stiffness, 

b displacement jump vector across a crack surface S, 

c;, f; materia! coustants, 

Cm an imaginary strip width, 
C, C

0
, Cd the stiffness matrix for on-axis ply: total matrix, 

matrix for "virgin" ply and matrix of the damage state influence, 
on the stiffness of a ply, 

d', d the second order damage tensor, 

eii, a;i second order kinematic matrices in the Adkins approach, 




















































